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Abstract 

This paper presents COURSR, an online deployed system 

aiming at helping trainees (students, lifelong learners, etc) to 

decide whether they are able to attend an educational object 

(e.g., a university class, an online series of lectures, etc), 

taking into account their other commitments. COURSR 

encompasses a detailed description of every aspect of the 

educational object that demands effort, commitments or 

simply time from the trainee. For example, a course may 

have lectures, with constraints on their attendance or not, 

labs, mid-term exams, final exams, homework, projects and, 

of course, home reading. All this information is represented 

using a suitable ontology that has been developed in order to 

allow easy information exchange with other systems. 

Taking into account all this information, COURSR is able to 

analyze whether it is possible for the trainee to schedule a 

new course or a set of courses within his calendar or not. 

This is achieved using an existing powerful personal 

activities scheduling system, named SELFPLANNER. Taking 

informative decisions is important for the trainee, both for 

financial and for psychological reasons.  

Introduction 

Organizing personal time nowadays has become 

increasingly complex, due to the many tasks, 

commitments, deadlines and interleaving constraints that 

govern our life. Traditional calendars, either electronic or 

paper-based, have already reached the limits of their 

capabilities. Busy people maintain numerous of electronic 

calendars, trying to classify their tasks according to their 

purpose, e.g., business, leisure, family, personal, etc. 

People spend a lot of time to maintain all this information, 

which is a significant task by itself. Calendar information 

maintenance has two aspects. The first has to do with 

entering the information concerning the user’s activities 

and commitments. The second has to do with rescheduling 

events, as new requests arise. Both these tasks are 

performed manually by most modern commercial 

electronic calendar applications. 

 In the recent years, there are research efforts that try to 

automate the scheduling and rescheduling part of an 

electronic calendar’s maintenance. Research has focused 

on enhancing electronic calendars with powerful 

scheduling engines, which are capable to provide high-

utility valid schedules, taking into account the constraints 

imposed by the user and the tasks, as well as the user’s 

preferences. One example of such effort is the 

SELFPLANNER system (Refanidis and Alexiadis, 2011; 

Refanidis and Yorke-Smith, 2010; Refanidis, 2007), which 

works on top of Google Calendar, allowing the user to 

describe activities using a rich model of attributes, while it 

takes into account events directly added to the user’s 

Google Calendar. Recent results have further increased the 

quality of the plans produced by the underlying scheduling 

engine (Alexiadis and Refanidis, 2013; 2015), using 

stochastic post-processing local search optimization 

methods. 

 However, while trying to alleviate the effort needed for 

scheduling and rescheduling a user’s activities over his 

calendar, the effort needed to enter all the necessary 

information for each activity, in order for the scheduler to 

be able to schedule it, increases drastically. Particularly, 

the minimum information needed for an activity so that the 

scheduler to be able to schedule it, is its temporal domain 

(usually a set of temporal intervals), its duration and its 

location. Additional information that is useful in order to 

produce high utility plans includes its utility, potential user 

preference over the way the activity is scheduled by itself 

or in conjunction to other activities, the possibility to be 

scheduled in parts (preemptive scheduling) or in parallel to 

specific types of other activities, etc. Despite the fact that 

an intelligent user interface has been developed for the task 

of entering all the necessary information for each activity 

(Alexiadis and Refanidis, 2009), this task constitutes the 

main reason why end users are hesitant in adopting an 

intelligent calendar application like SELFPLANNER to 

organize their everyday activities. 

 One approach that has been adopted by some systems to 

overcome the problem of entering all the necessary 

information needed by the scheduler to produce useful and 

valid plans is to provide ready-to-use activity descriptions 

for specific application domains. This approach has been 

used by the MYVISITPLANNER system (Refanidis et. al., 

2014), an intelligent application that helps visitors and 

residents of the area of Northern Greece to select cultural 

activities and schedule them within their calendar. Activity 

descriptions in MYVISITPLANNER are relatively simple, 

comprising a temporal domain, a duration range and a 

location. Complex activities take only the form of bundles 

of simple activities, e.g., visiting two museums within a 

specific time period (e.g., the same day). MYVISITPLANNER 

employes the scheduling engine of SELFPLANNER, 
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provided as a web service, to solve the underlying 

scheduling problem. 

  

 This paper presents COURSR, another prototype system 

that adopts a similar approach to MYVISITPLANNER, but 

applies it in the educational domain. Activities in the 

educational domain are inherently more complex than, e.g., 

visiting a museum. A single educational activity may 

include synchronous and asynchronous tasks, deadlines, 

temporal constraints, hard and soft constraints, cardinality 

constraints (not even supported by SELFPLANNER), etc. 

Describing all this information for an educational object is 

a tedious task and, furthermore, this information is not 

usually provided by those offering the educational activity. 

Thus, even if the user wanted to enter all this information 

into his calendar, this information would not be available. 

 An educational activity may range from simple ones, 

like attending a one-day tutorial (either with physical 

presence or online) or reading a book, to very complex 

ones, like attending a university class, enrolling to a master 

degree or learning a foreign language or a musical 

instrument. Having access to this information before 

deciding to adopt an educational activity is crucial for the 

trainees in order to take informative decisions. Problems 

that arise from non-informative decisions range in two 

dimensions (Moka and Refanidis, 2010): First, enrolling 

with a course usually incurs paying significant tuition fees 

for the student, so a potential failure implies financial 

harm. However, of equally importance is the psychological 

harm that a student experiences in case he cannot 

successfully complete the undertaken course.  

 The COURSR system tries to solve exactly this problem. 

It allows the course instructors or the owners of simple 

educational objects to describe in fine-grained detail all 

sorts of time requirements incurred for a student if he 

decides to attend one or more courses. This is achieved 

through a rich ontology for describing all temporal aspects 

of a course. Furthermore, COURSR allows exporting such 

descriptions in various ontology formats, in order to be 

used or simply validated by other systems. By having 

access to all this information, the potential student is able 

to perform a what-if analysis, that is, check whether adding 

one or more educational objects into his calendar is 

feasible. For this purpose, COURSR employs the 

SELFPLANNER scheduling engine, offered as a web service 

that returns either a valid plan or failure. 

 The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First we 

outline how educational objects are described within 

COURSR and we present a typical student’s session with the 

system. Next, we describe the integration of SelfPlanner 

scheduling services to the system. Then we give some 

insight of the underlying ontology and the COURSR 

SPARQL endpoint. Finally, we conclude the paper and 

identify directions for future research. 

System Overview 

COURSR is currently available at 

http://coursr.herokuapp.com/. Its starting page is shown in  

Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: The start page of COURSR 

 

 Users can create local accounts (SignUp) or login using 

an Open ID account (Google, Facebook, LinkedIn and 

StackExchange are supported). In its current version the 

system has some limitations, which we are working 

constantly to overcome. The most severe of them is that 

there is a single interface for tutors and students, that is, 

everybody can add new courses into the system, as well as 

inspect and schedule existing courses (added by other 

users) within his calendar. Another limitation concerns the 

number of calendars supported for every user: Currently, a 

single calendar per user is only supported, so if a user 

maintains events in multiple calendars, these are ignored 

while scheduling courses. 

 The main screen of COURSR, after logging in, shows the 

dashboard containing recent actions performed by the user, 

like the new courses he created (if he is a tutor) or the new 

courses that he (as a student) enrolled in. (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: The COURSR dashboard 

  



 In order to create a new course, the user starts by 

clicking the “Create Course” button. In the first screen, the 

basic course information should be added, namely its title, 

the name of the instructor, the semester when the course is 

offered, its start and end dates, as well as an optional 

description. Note that no course activity is allowed to take 

place outside the temporal window defined from the “starts 

on” and “ends on” fields, including exams (Figure 3).   

 

 

Figure 3: Basic information for the newly created course 

 

 Having inserted the basic course information, the next 

step is to describe its individual activities. By selecting 

“Activities Info” in the main window, the user can add any 

number of activities for the course. COURSR supports six 

(6) types of activities: 

 Lecture 

 Lab 

 Midterm exam 

 Final exam 

 Presentation 

 Homework 

 

For each one of these types of activities, the user can enter 

the following information: 

 

 Workload (in mins): The time required by the student 

to get prepared in advance, in order to be ready for the 

activity. For example, for a weekly lecture, the student may 

need 60 mins for preparation, in order to take the most 

from attending the lecture, whereas for the final exams the 

student may need 12 hours to prepare in order to success in 

the exams. This workload concerns asynchronous time, 

that is, a student could allocate the workload at the time of 

his convenience, taking into account his other 

commitments.  

 

 Duration (in mins): The actual duration of the activity. 

For example, a lecture may last 90 mins, whereas the final 

exams 180 mins. This is synchronous time, that is, a 

student has no flexibility as of when to schedule this time.  

 

 Periodicity: In this field the instructor defines the 

periodicity of the specific activity of the course. This is a 

text field and the text entered by the instructor is analyzed 

by a dedicated parser in order to extract the intended 

periodicity. Examples of valid periodicity descriptions are 

the following: 

 Every Monday at 15:00 

 Every second Monday at 12:00 

 Every Monday at 12:00 and Tuesday at 14:00 

 Every Monday at 15:00 up to 31/5/2015 

 Every Monday at 18:00 from 10/2/2015 to 20/4/2015 

 On 13/4/2015 at 20:00 

 Every Monday at 12:00 excluding 27/4/2015 including 

28/4/2015 at 20:00 

 

 For each valid periodicity description, in the field 

“Auto-completed dates” are shown the dates of the 

individual occurrences of the event (Figure 4). 

 The instructor can create multiple activities for a course, 

of any one of the six available types, which are shown at 

the bottom area of Figure 4. They can be edited, updated 

and deleted at any time. 

 From the tab “Activities” the instructor can edit each 

individual activity, by assigning a title, a description and a 

comment to it. For example, concerning the multiple 

lectures created in Figure 4, an individual title, description 

and comment could be added to any one of them (Figure 

5). 

 

 

Figure 4: Duration and periodicity of an activity that is 

part of a course 

 



 

Figure 5: Editing individual activities 

  

 The instructor can also add special requirements in order 

for successfully completing a course. Three types of 

requirements are supported by the current version of 

COURSR:  

 Course prerequisites 

 Attendance prerequisites 

 Activity prerequisites 

 

 Course prerequisites concern the fact that in order for a 

student to attend this course, he should attend another 

course in advance. In the field “Course prerequisites” 

(Figure 6) the instructor has simply to write the name (s) of 

the pre-required course (s).  

 Attendance prerequisites concern the minimum 

attendance requirements per activity in order for the 

attendance of a course to be considered successful. For 

example, for a course with 13 lectures, an attendance 

prerequisite may impose that the students should attend at 

least 10 out of the 13 lectures, or that the students should 

deliver at least the second and third homework otherwise 

they fail. 

 Activity prerequisites allow the instructor to impose 

ordering constraints between asynchronous activities of the 

course. As an example, in order for a student to take part to 

the mid-term exam, he should have participated to at least 

3 lab sessions. 

 

 

Figure 6: Imposing prerequisites in order to successfully 

complete a course 

 

 Finally, the instructor can export the course description, 

with all of its activities and prerequisites, in some 

ontological format (Functional, Turtle, RDF/XML and 

simple XML are supported).  

 Currently an RDBMS (PostgreSQL) is used to store all 

the data of the application, mainly for performance and 

efficiency reasons. However, the application gives the 

option to the tutor to additionally persist all the information 

of each course to an on-disk triple-store in RDF format, 

using the Sesame API (Brickley and Miller, 2012). By 

doing that, this information becomes available to be 

queried on later, by not only the users of the system, but by 

external users or other system, through the SPARQL 

endpoint provided by COURSR. 

 

 

Figure 7: Exporting a course description in ontological 

format 



Student experience 

Students using COURSR need to grant the system access to 

one of their Google calendars. This is important for two 

reasons: First, COURSR will use this calendar in order to 

put there information about the scheduled activities of the 

selected courses, that is, when the student needs to 

accomplish a synchronous or an asynchronous activity. 

Second, COURSR reads other (non-COURSR) activities 

already in this calendar, and considers them as busy time, 

thus avoiding to schedule there any course-related activity. 

 To inform COURSR about his calendar, the user selects 

“Profile” through a popup menu, by pressing on his name 

in the upper right corner of the application. In Figure 8, the 

user has the option to give access to his basic Google 

calendar, provided that he has one, by just giving the 

Calendar in the relevant field. ID.    

 

 

Figure 8: Editing a user’s profile 

 

 Alternatively, if the user does not want to use his 

existing Google calendar, he can create a new one and 

grant access to it. In either case, this access to the calendar 

can be revoked at any time. 

  

 Students are interested in enrolling to courses. To see a 

list of available courses, they have to select “Students” 

from the main menu of Figure 8, in order to retrieve the 

courses list. They can filter the list of available courses by 

using the related fields in the top-right corner and they can 

subscribe to any number of courses by clicking on 

“Subscribe” buttons. 

 Having subscribed to a number of courses, the student 

can focus on them through the tab “My courses” (Figure 

9). 

 

 

Figure 9: List of subscribed courses and consistency check 

 

 By pressing the button “Compute” in Figure 9, COURSR 

sends all the necessary information for the subscribed 

courses to the scheduling engine of SELFPLANNER and 

receives either a plan with all the necessary course 

activities scheduled in it, or a failure. In this way, the 

student is informed about whether he is capable to 

subscribe (enroll) simultaneously in the selected courses or 

not, a piece of information that is of great value for his 

subsequent decisions. In case the student receives a 

negative answer, he can unsubscribe from some of the 

selected courses and try to schedule the remaining courses 

again. In this way, he can examine several scenarios 

concerning what are the combinations of courses he can 

afford, from a time availability point of view.  

SELFPLANNER Integration 

 COURSR takes advantage of the powerful scheduling 

engine SELFPLANNER to provide plans to students. 

SELFPLANNER is a general-purpose activity scheduler 

unaware of the specific prerequisite Coursr is using in 

course definitions. However, it supports various types of 

unary and binary constraints that might apply to single 

activities and pairs of activities, respectively (Refanidis 

and Yorke-Smith, 2010). Ordering constraints are used 

when an activity needs to be scheduled before another, 

implication constraints might exist between activities, 

usually donating prerequisites (e.g. Traveling to Jerusalem, 

presumes booking a flight reservation) and proximity 

constraints which imply minimum/maximum temporal 

distance between a pair of activities. 

 COURSR is using its pre-processing engine to convert 

course prerequisite to unary and binary constraints 

supported by SELFPLANNER. COURSR Activity 

Prerequisites can be encoded using the implication 

constrains supported by SELFPLANNER. For example, if the 

student should have taken the Mid-term exam in order to 



be eligible to participate to the Final exam, then we define 

the implication rule “Final-exam Activity ⇒ Mid-

term exam Activity". This constraint conveys to 

SELFPLANNER the information that in order to produce a 

valid plan, it must add the Mid-term exam activity, in case 

Final-exam activity is also present in the final plan. 

 There are activities that should be scheduled, before, 

after or between other activities. For example, Studying for 

the Final exam should always proceed the Final exam 

activity, while Studying for Lecture C should be scheduled 

some time between the end of Lecture B and the start of 

Lecture C. We can pass these kind of information to the 

SELFPLANNER using one of the following ways:  

 Pre-computing the valid time domain of the activity 

to be scheduled and give it directly to the 

SELFPLANNER. 

 Using Ordering constraints mechanism to indirectly 

limit the time domain of the activity and let 

SELFPLANNER handle the constraint for us. 

 The use of ordering constraints relieve from the burden 

of pre-computing the domain of the activity. A problem 

with how ordering constraints work in SELFPLANNER, is 

that in case of a constraint of the form A < B < C (A 

proceeds B and B proceeds C), if SELFPLANNER does not 

insert to a plan the activity A, this will indirectly change 

the temporal domain of the activity B; The starting time of 

B’s temparal domain will become the same as the starting 

time of the plan domain itself. For example, activity B may 

be scheduled 2 months before the scheduled time of the 

activity C. To overcome this problem, proximity 

constraints are used in conjunction with ordering 

constraints, by defining the max distance in time between 

activity B and activity C to be less than a specific time (e.g. 

a week in case of week lectures) 

 The majority of the activity types COURSR is using, have 

inelastic temporal domains, meaning that they should be 

scheduled only on specific time and with specific duration. 

For example Lecture C will takes place at 13 May 2015, at 

13:00 and its duration will be 2 hours. In these cases, 

COURSR will create and pass to SELFPLANNER an activity 

with a strict temporal domain (13/5/2015,13:00 - 

13/5/2015,15:00). SELFPLANNER will either add the 

activity in that time spot (if that is possible), or it will not 

include it at all to the final plan. 

 A feature provided by COURSR but not supported by the 

SELFPLANNER specifications, is the ability to define 

cardinality constraints. For example, in order to participate 

to the Final exam, the student should have submitted 3 out 

of the 5 homework throughout the semester. Currently, 

there is no way to communicate this information to the 

SELFPLANNER; however in the aforementioned example a 

plan with 3 homework activities should be considered 

valid, while a plan with  should not. 

 A way to approach this desirable behavior is by applying 

different utility values for each activity. SELFPLANNER 

always tries to compute a plan with the highest possible 

cumulative utility (i.e., the sum of the utilities of all 

activities included in the plan). The utility value which 

COURSR will give to an activity will be determined by the 

significance of the activity to a valid plan. For example, the 

activities of the prerequisite "Student needs to submit 8 out 

of 10 homeworks", will have larger utility values, from the 

ones of the prerequisite "Student needs to attend at least 3 

out of 10 lectures". Activities of the first case will have 

larger priority, compared to the ones of the second 

prerequisite during the plan creation, increasing the 

probability the plan to satisfy both prerequisites. In case of 

a failure in finding a valid plan, COURSR will update the 

utility values of the activities and re-submit a request for a 

plan. COURSR users can specify (through application 

preferences) the max number of tries, before COURSR stop 

requesting for new plans. 

The COURSR Ontology 

The COURSR ontology was developed as an essential part 

of the COURSR system and aims at representing and 

describing the various activity types of an educational 

domain (e.g. lecture, exam), their relationships (e.g. to 

enroll in course B, you should have completed successfully 

course A) and the information that defines them (e.g., what 

is the subject of a course or lecture, when is the final exam 

date). The ontology is consisted of: 
 

 41 classes (owl:Class) 
 53 named individaul objects - including examples 

(owl:NamedIndividual) 
 33 object properties (owl:ObjectProperty) 
 37 data properties (owl:DataProperty) 
 49 subclass relations (rdfs:subClassOf) 
 14 equivalent classes (owl:equivalentClass) 

 
Some of the more prominent classes of the ontology are the 
following: 
 
Course: This class can be considered as the "root" of the 

whole ontology, as it uses explicitly or implicitly almost all 

the other classes. It is used to encode all the information a 

course may consist of, like the various activities it 

includes, the starting/ending dates of the course etc. 
 
SchoolActivity: This class represents a generic school 
activity. As previously described, in our domain we define 
6 types of activities, each one being a subclass of the main 
class SchoolActivity. 
 
SchoolActivitySynopsis: Contrary to SchoolActivity class, 
this class is used to represent information not about a 
single activity, but meta-data info relative to the whole set 
of all activities of the same type. For example, a 
LectureActitySynopsis (subclass of SchoolActivitySynopsis) 
contains information like the number of a Lectures of a 
specific course, the periodicity of all lectures, or the 



duration of them. As with SchoolActivity, for each activity 
type there is a corresponding ActivitySynopsis subclass. 
 
Periodicity: This class encodes the various periodicity 
types. Currently, our ontology supports 4 types of an event 
(activity) periodicity: One time, some-times, week and 
month periodicity. 
 
Prerequisite: This class contains 3 subclasses, each one 
representing a different type of prerequisite (course, 
activity and attendance) our application supports. 
 
User: This class is used to represent information about the 
two types of users: Student and Tutor. In the future, we 
intend to integrate this class with elements of other 
established ontologies like FOAF (Broekstra, Kampman 
and Harmelen, 2002). 
 
Figure 10 gives an overview of COURSR ontology. 

 

Figure 10: A graphical representation of the COURSR 
ontology 

 

SPARQL endpoint 

COURSR provides a SPARQL endpoint, in order to give the 

users the option to access its database in an ontological 

way, using SPARQL queries (Figure 11). The full 

SPARQL language is supported, with a link to its 

documentation. In the default page, the user can see the 

first 100 triples stored on the RDF database, and the 

respective SPARQL query. Of course he can change the 

query at will. Additionally, all results presenting in the 

result table are clickable. By clicking on a subject, property 

or object the query is being updated, returning all the 

statements where the specific resource is the subject of 

them. Additionally, the user can get the results of a query 

in csv format.  

 

 

Figure 11: Accessing COURSR RDF database through its 

SPARQL endpoint 

Related Work 

To the best of our knowledge there is no other mature 

research results or just some research prototype trying to 

focus on describing the workload imposed by educational 

objects and exploit this information through a powerful 

scheduling engine in order to allow the prospective student 

to examine various scenarios concerning whether he has 

the necessary resources to undertake new educational 

commitments or not.  

 Of course, there are several research efforts trying to 

help people to organize their time. One of them, already 

mentioned in this paper, is SELFPLANNER, which serves as 

the scheduling engine of COURSR. There are many systems 

developed over the last two decades that mainly focus on 

automated meeting scheduling. Some of them concentrate 

on specific aspects of this problem (Garrido and Sycara 

1995; Jennings and Jackson 1995; Sen and Durfee 1994; 

Sen and Durfee 1998). More recent efforts tend to 

incorporate learning components or to integrate with the 



Semantic Web. For example, RCal (Singh 2003) is an 

intelligent meeting scheduling agent that assists humans in 

office environments to arrange meetings. RCal agents 

negotiate with each other on behalf of their users and agree 

on a common meeting time that is acceptable to all users 

and abides by all the constraints set by all the attendees. 

RCal supports parsing and reasoning about semantically 

annotated schedules over the web, such as conference 

programs or recurring appointments (Payne, Singh and 

Sycara 2002). 

CMRadar (Modi et al. 2004) is an end-to-end agent for 

automated calendar management that automates meeting 

scheduling by providing a spectrum of capabilities ranging 

from natural language processing of incoming scheduling-

related e-mails, to negotiate with other users or making 

autonomous scheduling decisions.  

PTIME (Berry et al. 2006) is an ongoing effort being 

developed under the CALO project (Myers 2006), that 

aims at facilitating meeting scheduling. The innovation of 

PTIME lies at its capability to learn the user's preferences 

thus adapting its future behavior, whereas it emphasizes in 

adopting natural language for interfacing with the user. 

Part of the work in the PTIME thrust is Emma, a 

personalized calendar management assistant designed to 

help its user handle email meeting requests, reserve venues 

and schedule events. Emma interfaces with commercial 

enterprise calendaring platforms and operates seamlessly 

with users who do not have Emma. It is designed to learn 

scheduling preferences, adapting to its user over time. The 

system is in initial deployment at SRI International.  

Another effort within the CALO project concerns 

Towel (Conley and Carpenter 2007), an initial attempt 

towards an intelligent to-do list. Towel allows the user to 

organize to-dos (group, tag, check, etc) as well as delegate 

them to other users or agents. Although to-dos can be seen 

as tasks, Towel emphasizes on to-dos manipulation rather 

than in solving the scheduling problem associated with 

actually performing these to-dos. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

COURSR is an innovative prototype application aiming at 

integrating educational data with intelligent calendar 

applications. Intelligent calendar applications face the 

problem of lacking data of enough expressivity, in order to 

apply their sophisticated constraint optimization 

algorithms. People usually consider entering all this 

necessary information as not worthy the time needed to 

enter this information in order to get better schedules. So, 

they avoid using intelligent calendar applications, 

preferring to stay with traditional electronic calendars, 

even with paper-based ones. 

 The solution to this problem lies in defining standards 

that can be used to provide ready-to-use activity 

descriptions for a plethora of application domains. This 

resembles existing calendar standards that are used for 

exchanging calendar information, like iCal, however with 

much more expressive power, in order to give people the 

ability to describe complex activities with a variety of 

interactions among them, as well as end user constraints 

and preferences over the way the activities are scheduled in 

time and space. Having such standards in hand, it would be 

easy to define complex activity descriptions for a variety of 

domains like, e.g., going shopping, attending classes or 

having some leisure time. 

In this work we identified the education domain as a 

promising candidate to be used for describing temporal 

activity descriptions with complex structure. Educational 

activities may have significant structure and complexity, 

which is very hard to be entered manually in a user’s 

calendar. So, providing ready-to-use activity descriptions 

for the educational domain may greatly facilitate the 

students to keep track of their duties, manage their time 

effectively and take informative decisions.  

Our future plans concerning COURSR include extending 

its database with more educational objects, by trying to 

collect such data using crowd-sourcing techniques. 

Particularly, the best candidate to feed COURSR’s database 

are the instructors themselves. By providing them a simple 

widget to be included in the courses’ web pages, allowing 

them to insert workload data for their courses and having 

them stored in COURSR’s database, would be beneficial for 

all involving parts (students, instructors and COURSR). 

Other potential extensions include underlying 

COURSR’s ontology, which could be connected with other 

well-known ontologies and be extended even further to 

express more complex interactions between parts of an 

educational object. 
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